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Abstract
Tools for creating graphical user interfaces (GUIs) hide
implementation details associated with changing the
position, size or shape of a widget. For example, a GUI
designer can change the position of a button without
explicitly reimplementing the code that determines if
the button has been clicked. We seek to provide a
similar experience for moving tangible widgets on
physical interactive devices (PIDs). One reason that
GUI design tools can hide implementation details is
that widgets are modules. In this work in progress, we
describe a system for leveraging modularity to hide
implementation details associated with changing the
position, size and shape of widgets in PID interfaces.
We have used the system to design, redesign and
fabricate 10 interfaces for 3 example applications.
Fundamentaly, working with atoms to make PID
interfaces is different than working with pixels to make
GUI interfaces–but modularity in PID widgets appears
to be a promising way to hide implementation details in
PID interface redesign and fabrication.
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Introduction
We address the problem of simplifying the redesign
and fabrication of tangible widget positions, sizes and
shapes for PIDs. This problem is important to
designers who create functional prototypes of PIDs
because simplifying the physical interface redesign
process allows a designer to explore more interface
variations in less time.
Other widget sets for PIDs have been proposed
[10, 8, 6] but none of them simplify redesign.
Prototyping methods for quickly iterating PID interface
designs have also been proposed [3, 1] but lack fidelity
in functionality, shape, and placement. Previous work
utilizing modular GUI elements in PID design [2]
utilized modularity in electronics design but did not
explore modularity in widget repositining. We seek a
process that has higher fidelity in physical interaction
while retaining fluidity. Our work also diverges from
previous work by focusing only on the placement of
interactive elements into PIDs, rather than
programming or coupling of sensors with custom
hardware.
Designers of 2D GUIs have long had interface design
tools that support rapid interface redesign. Widgets
used in these tools are software objects that can be
automatically re-instantiated with a new position, size
or shape without rebuilding the entire interface.
The question that drives this work is: what is possible if
one utilizes aspects of GUI design in PID design? Or,

what can one learn from tools for redesigning GUIs to
create better tools for redesigning PID interfaces?
In this work in progress, we consider modularity in
widgets for PIDs. A key aspect of GUI widgets is that
they are modular. Modularity simplifies design changes
by reducing the impact of each individual change on
the widget itself and on the interface as a whole.
Changing one part of a widget, such as the color, does
not change other parts, such as the code needed to
handle an input event. Moreover, changes to one
widget do not affect other widgets. In the context of
PIDs, modularity might similarly contain changes to
only those parts directly impacted by the change.
We have built a tool called Morphi for exploring
modularity in the context of redesigning and
re-fabricating PID interfaces. We asked 2 students to
craft several interfaces for 3 devices with Morphi. In
this small study, users were able to create and
fabricate new interfaces without re-fabricating the
entire device. Algorithms that support re-instantiating
widgets correctly managed implementation details
associated with the changes.
We will bring a total of 10 variations on interfaces to 3
different functional PIDs to the conference. These
objects and interfaces are shown in Figures 2-7.
Participants will be able to interact with the devices.
We will switch interfaces to demonstrate the process.

Morphi
Morphi is a tool for iterating through tangible UI designs
in a PID when the PID housing is a hollow shell that
contains sensors on a prototyping board. Morphi
contains three parts: reconfigurable widgets, automatic
instantiation and removable panels.
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Widgets are buttons, sliders and knobs that transfer
motion from interactive surface elements to embedded
sensors along an internal mechanism. The interactive
surface element is the piece that the user sees,
touches and moves to create input. Inside the PID, an
embedded sensor converts that motion into an
electrical signal. The internal mechanism transfers
motion from the interactive surface element to the
internal sensor. Internal mechanisms contain several
moving parts. The geometry of these parts depends on
relative positions of the surface elements and the
embedded sensor.
A widget instantiation algorithm computes the
geometry of the internal mechanism from the
placement of the interactive surface element and the
internal sensor. Generating the geometry of the
internal mechanisms is tedious when done manually
and needs to be precisely correct but the geometry is
easy to compute algorithmically.
Removable panels are pieces of the PID housing that
contain interactive surface elements. When the
position, size, type or shape of an interactive surface
element changes, the panels contain those changes to
just a part of the housing so that only a few panels,
rather than the entire housing, need to be re-printed.

and aesthetic. This simplifies placement and
re-positioning of widgets–making it more like
placement and repositioning of widgets in GUIs.
The novelty of Morphi is that it decouples interactive
surface elements from the embedded electronics. This
means that the UI can be modified without modifying
the embedded electronics. The contribution of Morphi
is that it is a step toward a tangible UI design process
that has the flexibility of a graphical UI design process.

Widgets
Each widget in Morphi is split into three modules. This
allows the widgets to be customized such that two of
the modules can be easily changed.
The modules in a widget are tangible interactive
surfaces, internal mechanisms, and embedded
electronics. The tangible interactive surface element is
the part the user sees, touches, and interacts with. The
internal mechanism transfers user generated motion
from the tangible interactive surface element to the
embedded electronics. The embedded electronics are
off-the-shelf components that convert motion into a
signal which is processed by a computer program.
Embedded electronics are connected and placed on a
breadboard inside the device housing.

To use Morphi, a designer marks interactive surface
element locations on a 3D CAD model of the PID
housing. Morphi places the interactive surface
elements as marked and computes the internal
mechanisms. The parts are 3D printed for assembly.

The designer changes the position, size and shape of
the tangible interactive surface elements and Morphi’s
instantiation algorithm computes the internal
mechanisms needed to connect the surface elements
to the electronics. This is similar to hiding
implementation details in GUI interface redesign.

From the designer’s perspective, the significance of
this process is that Morphi abstracts the internal
mechanisms allowing the designer to focus on form

Figure 1 shows the modular button, knob, and slider
widget designs(starting from left to right). The
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The detachable cap is the interactive surface element
for the button widget. Morphi generates the collar, rod
and ball joint, and bracket based on the position of the
cap.

Figure 1: Modular button, knob and slider widgets for use in
PIDs. Widgets are shown in blue connected black
hexagon-shaped housing panels and silver electronic
components. Widgets can be automatically instantiated to fit
different placements on the housing surface.

elements of widgets are each rendered in shades of
blue with the housing panel shown in black. The
electronic components are silver or gray. The
interactive surface element for the button, shown on
the left, is the blue hemisphere above the black
housing panel. Interactive surface elements for the
knob and slider are obscured by the housing panel.
The long blue vertical shafts in each widget are the
internal mechanisms and the silver components
(mostly obscured for the button, but visible) at the
bottom of each widget are the electronic components.
A button consists of a detachable cap, a friction-fit
collar, a rod with a ball joint on one end, and a bracket.
The user creates motion by pressing on the detachable
cap. The motion is transferred through the rod to the
ball joint. The bracket attaches the ball joint to an
electronic button, on which the ball sits. The electronic
button is pressed when the ball moves.

The knob consists of a detachable dial and a flexible
rod with rigid ends as shown in the center of Figure 1.
The user twists the dial and the flexible rod transfers
that rotation to a potentiometer knob. Morphi
determines the length and curvature of the rod based
on the positions of the dial and the electronics.
The rod transfers torque while remaining flexible. The
rod consists of a flexible inner core surrounded by two
helices. The helices are made from rigid material and
are joined by small rigid rods that pass straight through
the center of the core. The flexible core, helices, and
connecting rods are printed as a single unit.
The slider consists of a detachable handle and three
joints: a ball joint near the handle, a prismatic joint
along the shaft, and a knuckle joint as shown on the
right side of Figure 1. The user moves the handle to
create linear motion on the housing surface. The joints
translate the linear motion of the handle into rotational
motion of the potentiometer knob. Software translates
knob rotation back into linear motion to match the
motion of the slider.
Given the position of the handle on the surface and the
length and orientation of the track, Morphi computes
the length range of the prismatic joint and adds the
joints necessary to connect the prismatic joint to the
handle and the knob.
As the handle moves along the surface, the distance
and angle between the handle and the knob change. A
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ball joint under the housing panel allows a member of
the prismatic joint to pivot relative to the slider handle.
At the other end, a knuckle joint attaches the lower end
of the prismatic joint to a shackle.

Instantiating Widgets
Figure 2: Partially
disassembled speaker (see also
Figure 4) which contains a
faceplate printed in a flexibible
black material.

Given the locations of widget interactive surface
elements on the housing surface, the instantiation
algorithm computes the internal mechanisms needed
to connect the interactive surface elements to the
electronics, and cuts holes in the housing to allow
mechanisms to pass through the housing.
If the mechanisms for two or more widgets collide
inside the housing, the algorithm detects and reports,
but does not resolve, the collision. Collisions between
internal mechanisms are an example of how building
PID interfaces with atoms is different than building GUI
interfaces with pixels.

Figure 3: An alarm clock (see
Figure 5) design showing
internal mechanisms, printed in
blue and black, that connect
interactive surface elements to
electronics. The removed facet
contains a knob that was
connected to the flexible blue
rod right of center.

Figure 4: Three versions of an interface for a Bluetooth
speaker realized using the faceplate panel strategy.

Connecting mechanisms are not printed in place and
require assembly. To aid in assembly, the algorithm
adds raised 3D printed labels to the different
mechanisms and then generates a text document
pairing each widget with the right labeled mechanisms.

Panels
Unlike moving GUI widgets on a 2D screen, which
requires only recoloring pixels, moving widgets on a
PID involves moving atoms. Placing widgets in panels
contains the widgets in different modules, which
reduces the amount of housing that needs to be
reprinted when a widget is changed.
It is up to the designer to split the housing into panels
based on their plans for the interface. As a starting

Figure 5: An alarm clock with a sports ball theme. The
designer placed interactive surface elements in
interchangeable panels which facilities rapid exploration of
interface layouts.
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point, we explored three strategies for creating these
panels: face-plates, facets, and self-contained.
A faceplate panel contains all of the widgets for the
interface in one piece. Facet panels partition the
interface surface area into different panels that can be
replaced individually. The self-contained approach
places the interface and the electronics into a single
removable component which is replaced when the
interface changes. Each kind of panel is represented in
one of the three example applications described next.

Example Applications
Two undergraduate design students used Morphi to
construct three iterations of interfaces for each of two
PIDs and four interfaces for a third device. In some
cases, electronics had to be moved in order to avoid
internal mechanism collisions. The example
applications were a bluetooth speaker, an alarm clock,
and a volume controller mounted on a car gear shifter.

Figure 6: The self-contained
interface panel used in the
shifter (see Figure 7). The blue
frame holds the circuitry and the
grey rods left of center are part
of the mechanism that connects
the interactive surface elements
to the electronics.

Parts for the examples were printed using a Stratasys
Objet260 Connex3 multi-material 3D printer and
programmed using a RedBearLab Blend Micro Arduino
processor connected via Bluetooth to a desktop PC.
Morphi was implemented using the Rhinoceros 5 C#
developer tools.
The Bluetooth radio, shown in Figures 4 and 2, is an
example of the faceplate panel strategy. The alarm
clock uses the facet panel strategy and is shown in
Figures 3 and 5. Finally, the volume controller for a car
radio uses the self-contained approach to modularizing
components and is shown in Figures 7 and 6.

Figure 7: A music controller intended to be mounted on a
gear shifter in a car with a manual transmission with two
variations on the inteface included on the left.

Discussion
We have built Morphi to explore modularity for reducing
the effort needed to change the position, size or shape
of a PID widget. Much work remains to make moving a
widget in a PID as easy as moving a button in a GUI.
We have assumed that a 3D printed object can be
modified only by printing and using new pieces. Recent
work in reshaping 3D printed objects by removing and
adding material [5, 9] may eventually support reshaping
interactive surface elements and PID housings.
Also, we have not explored how the modular process in
Morphi can be integrated with a physically-based
sculpting process. For example, it may make sense to
sculpt the PID housing as in [4, 7] but to place the
widgets in Morphi. In this process, a designer can
explore functional versions of several interface layouts
defined in software.
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